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CATHERINE: 11:46 A.M.

CATHERINE, an art professor, stands at the front of 
her classroom, lecturing her students. She’s fed up 
and speaks dryly. She normally curbs her passionate 
outbreaks by clenching her fists, but that isn’t 
working today.

CATHERINE
It is just an arrangement of light, that’s all it is. A 
compilation of moments. A crux between memories and shadows. 
It has been posted, hung, in a museum where it has lingered 
for years, without context or true name.

(beat)
People wander about, pointing fingers at it and glancing with 
glazed eyes, checking their watches and looking at their 
partner with that “what is this all about” look on their 
faces. It’s the favorite child of the elites, a painting like 
this. Those who know its context, its reason for being, its 
why and its how, those people adore it, treasure it. They 
flaunt their history, their Wikipedia snippets and their 
just-searched facts from Google, thinking that somehow 
“understanding” art makes them better. But it doesn’t.

(beat)
It doesn’t. We need to do better. What’s an art student? 
Yeah, what’s an art student? I see all of you, every day. 
Walking around with your chains, your phones in-hand, your 
Doc Martens. Your social justice pins on your backpacks and 
your goofy stickers on your phones. What is that?  
Evangeline, with your Kånken bag and your iPhone 20 and your 
stupid. freaking. flannels. walking around every day like 
you’re an artist because of that, like you’re going against 
the mainstream and “expressing yourself,” but you are the 
mainstream. All of you.

(beat)
All of us.

(beat)
We perpetuate this, this elitism and this restrictive, one-
way-only path to being an artist. Only the rich, the 
cultured, can truly “understand” art, and only the tortured 
and expressive can create it? WELL, YOU’RE NOT TORTURED! 
Ryan, stand up. STAND UP! Why do you get to be here? Why do 
you get to sit through these lectures and learn about color 
theory and pointillism and why Vincent Van Gogh cut off his 
own ear? Why do you get that?

(beat)
You are all pathetic. We all are. Why do you continue to make 
your work if no one will understand it? If no one will get 
it? If it will hang on an off-white wall, above a bench, 
crying out to spectators until some rich white man comes to 
contextualize it and provide the definitive interpretation of 
it?

(beat)
If you’re lucky. For most of us, it’ll sit in a garage.
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Or on a hard drive. Or maybe, like Evangeline, on your 
Instagram. So why are we doing this? Does our art, making it, 
understanding it, does it make us better? Does it make us a 
part of something bigger? Does it?

(she laughs. beat)
I don’t know. You all can leave early, I guess.

(beat)
I have nothing else to say.

APPLE: 11:46 A.M.

APPLE, a technology blogger, stands with a lanyard on, 
clutching a cup of coffee. She is waiting in line for 
a new product unveiling and making conversation with a 
stranger. She is Highly caffeinated and speaks out of 
her nose.

APPLE
It's ironic, I know. My name is Apple and I'm a technology 
blogger. My username, though, AppleLuvr916, it has nothing to 
do with my name. It's not some type of sly narcissism or 
empowering self-love or anything like that. It's just that I 
made that username years ago when I was a big fan of 
everything that Apple--not myself, the company Apple--was 
doing with their products, and now, I mean, it's been years 
so I'm not gonna change my screen name or anything. I guess I 
should've gone with "MacLuvr" or "TechQueen" or something 
like that, but I'm sticking with it now, so... Ugh, I’m so 
excited for this unveiling! I really look forward to these 
expos every year. Getting up at the crack of dawn, lanyard 
on, downing, like, sixteen cups of coffee a day and just 
tweeting everything.

(quick beat)
Were you at the unveiling this morning? The one at 8:30? I 
waited in line for three hours to get into that one. My 
initial tweet reaction to the new specs on the camera, 
though, is blowing up, so it was totally worth it. I think 
some people don't understand how big these expos are for 
people like us. Yanno? It's like the Super Bowl of 
technology, everything is bursting with adrenaline and 
discovery, everyone is racing to share the big news with 
their followers. It’s thrilling. And it's not just about this 
moment. This news, these revelations we're beholding, they'll 
define the next year of our lives. They'll inform the 
articles we write, the products we buy, the micro-startups 
we'll consult for and promote. Whatever is waiting behind the 
curtain inside, whatever golden chunks of pure brilliance or 
absolute trash are ours to run with.

(beat. the next bit is full-
throttle)

I’m feeling a bit jittery, are you? I think so much has been 
building to this, and I mean this morning, the camera specs, 
the new watch features, it’s awesome. It is. It’s amazing.
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But this? THIS!!! I mean this, whatever they say an hour and 
fourteen minutes from now, that is this next year’s software 
Bible. It is everything to us, yanno? And I can’t comprehend 
that, fully, I can’t understand it. And my parents—I still 
live with them—they don’t even want to understand it. Yanno? 
Like why am I traveling to California for this, when it’ll be 
livestreamed and posted in text format within minutes? Why am 
I drinking so much coffee? Why am I still using Twitter like 
it’s a reliable form of communication? They ask these 
questions and yanno what I say? You wanna know? This is like 
my pilgrimage to Mecca. Every year. This is the Promised 
Land. This is the best thing that could ever happen to me. So 
I’ll take these retweets, and I’ll blog and I’ll do opinion 
pieces, and film reaction videos, and get the best content of 
the year, because after this, after today, it’s just gonna 
keep building, and this year, THIS YEAR, I am gonna make it.

(quick beat)
I am a train. An Apple train, heading full speed towards the 
future. And I am a legend. And people will read my blog, and 
they will care what I have to say. Because I want them to.

(beat. she’s out of breath)
And that’s that.

(beat)
Sorry, what’s your name again?

OAKLEY: 11:46 A.M.

OAKLEY, a college student, sits in bed in a virtual 
therapy session. They wear casual androgynous clothes, 
but have some type of distinct, non-“natural” colored 
makeup on as a form of self-expression. OAKLEY’s voice 
hangs in their throat.

OAKLEY
There are days, I think, where sadness is something more 
abstract. Death stays in the background, in the very furthest 
realm of my consciousness. But I can’t stop thinking about 
it.

(beat)
Last night I dreamt I was driving alone in the darkness on an 
empty road. All the streetlights lights were out, but I could 
see the outline of the trees still, lit up by the moon. 
Everything was quiet. I wasn’t playing music, and my engine 
wasn’t clattering, and I couldn’t hear anything else out on 
the road. And suddenly this car came out of nowhere, driving 
the wrong way. I could see it for a moment in my headlights 
and then it just smashed into me. Just…

(they make a hand motion of a 
car crash. beat)

I’m worried if I share this, if I talk to other people about 
this, I’ll realize how unspecial it us. The same dream, I’m 
sure, has been had by so many people.
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And if I can’t have that sadness, that dread, even that dream 
to myself, what can I have?

(beat)
I thought about wearing blue today. I need to find something 
to remind myself that this isn’t the end. But every time the 
lights go out, my lip starts to quiver.

(beat)
I just told my roommate after our session last week that I’m 
in therapy. I don’t know why I didn’t before. It still feels 
wrong to me, like getting help, like talking to someone, is 
an admission of something wrong. With me. Inside of me.

(beat)
But it’s not.

(beat)
Do you like my makeup?

(they smile)
It feels fun, to wake up and do this. To sit in front of my 
tiny little mirror and turn my face into something special, 
something different, even just slightly, from how it was 
yesterday. This, this face, this is something I can control. 
It’s something that obeys me, that follows my orders.

(beat)
I feel the clutch of responsibility beginning to loosen a 
bit. Not like I’m falling out of life, but more like I’m 
falling into it. The rhythm and the seasons, I’m beginning to 
fall in love with them.

(beat)
I’m finding the change less scary, more manageable. I’m 
finding the change to be beautiful, I think.


